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Welcome!

Welcome to the Chezie Employer Resource Guide. Every month, we create

these guides to help HR and DEI professionals as they work to create more

equitable and inclusive workplaces.

If you aren’t already, subscribe to our mailing list and we’ll send you this

newsletter every month!
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Monthly Focus:
Diversifying your
recruiting pipeline

Use your blog to your advantage

As we mentioned in last month’s guide, the diversity pipeline issue isn’t real. The best way to find
more diverse talent is to be intentional about looking for it. Here are a few steps that we
recommend to build your brand with diverse talent and get more applications!

1.

Most companies use content marketing to draw traffic to their site by writing articles that are
relevant to the type of people that they want to sell to. If you think about it, you are selling your
company to your job candidates, and content is a great way to build your brand with diverse
talent. For example, if you’re a B2B marketing services company, consider putting out a series of
articles about inclusive marketing campaigns. This demonstrates your commitment to DEI to
diverse candidates.

    2. Be nosey!

You’re probably already looking for qualified diverse candidates on LinkedIn. Let’s say you find a
super talented and experienced engineer, but she isn’t looking for a new job. Don’t stop there!
Ask her if she has any contacts or colleagues that are open to new opportunities. To go a step
further, look through her LinkedIn connections and see who in her network might be a good fit.
To go another step further, expand your search into her other professional and social networks.

    3. Share your story

Diversity recruiting is THE hot topic right now, and your company isn’t the only one going after
the top talent. That software engineer that I mentioned above probably gets messages from
recruiters all the time, so your company must stand out. Your DEI story should be on your
company page, but also on any other sites that you use to build your brand. Don’t be afraid to
talk about where your company is coming up short, either; just be sure to also share what you're
doing to improve better.
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Case study: Shopify

1. Get creative with your LinkedIn searches

If you’re trying to recruit more women, try searching on LinkedIn for a common list of

Women’s names. From there, you can filter based on industry, location, or whatever other

criteria you’re looking for. Here’s a chunk of women’s names to copy and paste into a

search:

Aicha OR Amahle OR Amina OR Aminata OR Amogelang OR Ashraqat OR Awa OR Aya OR

Bintou OR Bokamoso OR Dalal OR Djeneba OR Doha OR Eisha OR Esperanza OR Fajr OR

Fanta OR Farah OR Karabo OR Karima OR Khadija OR Khawla OR Kheira OR Lesedi OR

Maha OR Malak OR Malika OR María OR Mariam OR Marie OR Marina OR Marwa OR Mary

OR Meriem OR Milagrosa OR Minenhle OR Mona OR Nada OR Nadia OR Naima OR Nesreen

OR Oumou OR Rachida, Nadia OR Rania OR Valentina OR Béatrice OR Chedeline OR

Gabriela OR Brianna OR Elena OR Ava OR Widelene OR Amelia OR “Alysha Isabella” OR

Daniela OR Isabelle OR Valeria OR Josefa OR Emily

2. If you directly message candidates, make it personal!

Rather than copying and pasting the same message template into your DMs, add a

personal touch. Mention a blog article that the candidate has written or an educational

thread they’ve retweeted on Twitter.

3. Look into Slack communities

Nowadays everyone uses Slack. Most career development organizations have a Slack

channel that’s shared by their members for posting job opportunities, gives/asks, and

resources. If you can, try to find a way into some of these Slack channels, and once you’re

in, drop a link to your open positions. Make it easy for the candidates by providing a point of

contact (a recruiter's email address would be fine) for anyone that is interested in the job to

ask questions directly.
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Shopify is consistently thinking outside the

box when it comes to diversity recruiting. The

e-commerce giant focuses on unorthodox

ways of sourcing diverse talent, and

according to their recruiting team, it’s

working.

Here are some things Shopify has been

working on that you can try implementing in

your own diversity recruiting strategy:



The Blue Pages: 
DEI Does Not Belong
Under HR

"For companies to reach their full

potential, DEI must be its own

business function."

While it’s true that a big part of DEI work is centered around HR-related

functions (recruiting, training, compensation, etc.) so much of the work falls

outside of your human resources department. For companies to reach their full

potential, DEI must be its own business function.

Our Co-Founder, Toby Egbuna, writes about why DEI ≠ HR, and why companies

must be sure not to equate the two. Read the full article here.

Read the full article here.
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https://www.chezie.co/bluepages/diversity-equity-and-inclusion-should-not-be-under-hr


Additional Resources
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Ablr is a Digital Accessibility and Inclusion company that combines humanity +

technology to bring 100% compliance to your digital content. Ablr's innovative

solutions and services empower the lives of people living with a disability. Learn

more about Ablr and how you can partner with them on their website.

Side note - Ablr helped us with our Accessibility audit earlier this year! You can

learn more about their findings and get some tips for how to make your own

website more accessible here!

Partner Spotlight: Ablr 360

Diversity around the internet

“National Book Award Finalist! Instant New York Times Bestseller!

The Pulitzer Prize–winning, bestselling author of The Warmth of Other Suns

examines the unspoken caste system that has shaped America and shows how

our lives today are still defined by a hierarchy of human divisions.

We encourage you to purchase the book from a Black-owned bookstore! Here’s

a list of bookstores by state.

What we're reading this month: Caste: The

Origins of Our Discontents x Isabel Wilkerson
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US Air Force: Diversity makes the Air Force stronger

Knowledge @ Wharton: How the Dialogue on Diversity Is Reshaping

Business

NPR:  Biden's Team And Diversity, U.S. Covid Vaccine, California Virus

Shutdowns

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/14/businesses-need-to-prioritize-age-diversity-as-well-as-gender-and-ethnicity-ceo.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/14/businesses-need-to-prioritize-age-diversity-as-well-as-gender-and-ethnicity-ceo.html


About
Chezie
Dumebi and Toby Egbuna started Chezie
because they wanted to help minorities
find companies and careers that they
loved. 

What gets measured, gets managed. It’s
time to treat DEI like your other business
objectives, with dedicated tools and
resources for every step of the way. We
help companies propel their DEI efforts
and share the work that they’re doing
with diverse talent. 

Interested in learning more? We'd love
to connect with you. Email us at
team@chezie.co!

team@chezie.co

https://twitter.com/cheziehq

